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To \Vhom It May Concern: 

Found.e.d in 1974
? 
the Independent Cosmetic 1VIanufacturers and Distrib11tors (ICNIP�D) is a non-profit 

trade association representing the interests of small to medium size cosmetic companies. These 
Companies represent the innovation forefront for the industry and as such, changes in regulation can have 

significant business impact. 

We frequently join in the stakeholder process for proposed changes to the Consumer Products 
Regulations as they can have large implications for small cosmetic companies. With regard to the current 
proposed regulations for No Rinse Dry Shampoo/Conditioner, we agree that considering this category an 

opportunity for voe reduction is reasonable; however, we believe that starting the category at 50% voe

will be detrimental to this product category, especially as the average current VOC level is closer to 

93%. Having knowledge of the science ofthc-se products, this drastic reduction \Vould completely change 

the category and change the basic nature of this particular set of products. 

More specificaily, the use of propeHant 152A would be necessary to meet these levels and this would 
ultimately change how the products perfonn and are used. 152A is in many cases not a direct substitution 
for other propellants as each has different vapor pressures and other key characteristics that make the Dry 
-Shampoo/Conditioner work. 11iat being said, lowering the VOC level so drastically would have a huge

effect on customer satisfaction with the product and result in a significant business impact especially felt
by small Companies. The reduction in sales could significantly reduce or eliminate the category.

It is also worth noting that should dry shampoos wind up reduced or eliminated from the market, a ripple 
effect would touch on quality of life improvements in the care for certain vulnerable populations. These 
products are highly sought after by organizations like homeless and battered women's shelters. They are 
a valuable hygiene resource for individuals who may not have routine access to showers and can be some 

of the fastest depleted products from shelters' donation supplies. Dry shampoos are also used by patients, 
and caregivers, who are sick o.r injured and can110t traditionally wash their hair easily. 

We recommend that the Board consider starting with a reduction level of 80% VOC as it first did with 
Hair Sprays many years ago. We believe this reduction ,,vould be feasible using current technology that 
could be perfected in the next few years, as the industry to continues to work on additional 
reductions. While there would still be many challenges for this category as it would result in 

reformulations and re-designs, we believe that this 80% level is something that may be achieved within 
the allotted time wi'-.hout sacrificing performance. 
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We appreciate CARB opening up this fomm to stakeholders and look forward to continuing the dialogue 
moving forward. Should you ,vish to discuss this any farther moving fon.vard, please do not hesitate to 
let us know. 

Kenneth D. Marenus Ph.D. 
President 
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